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Sodium: a simple metal

Sodium at ambient pressure

paradigm of a simple metal
at room T it has BCC
structure (non-directional
metallic bonding:
homogeneous)
nearly-free electron model
(3s1 configuration)

E. Wigner and F. Seitz, Phys. Rev. 43 (1933); 46 (1934)
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Sodium: a simple metal

G. Grosso and G. Pastori-Parravicini, Solid state physics
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Sodium: a simple metal

Sodium at ambient pressure

paradigm of a simple metal
at room T it has BCC
structure (non-directional
metallic bonding:
homogeneous)
nearly-free electron model
(3s1 configuration)

N. W. Ashcroft and N. D. Mermin,

Solid state physics
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Sodium: a simple metal

Sodium at ambient pressure

paradigm of a simple metal
at room T it has BCC
structure (non-directional
metallic bonding:
homogeneous)
nearly-free electron model
(3s1 configuration)

N. V. Smith, PRB 2 (1970)
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Sodium: a “simple” metal ?

F. Aryasetiawan, L. Hedin, and

K. Karlsson, PRL 77 (1996)
M. Cazzaniga, PhD Thesis (2008)
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Sodium: a “simple” metal ?

What do you expect
by applying pressure?
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Sodium: emerging complexity

Under pressure

Structural phase transitions
many low symmetry - reduced
coordination structures
even incommensurate crystal
structures
unusual melting curve (huge
drop of melting temperature)
the only alkali metal not
superconductor under P
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Alkali metals: insulators?

Li under pressure

BCC Li becomes unstable to pairing of ions (Peierls distortion).
Energy penalty for structural distortion compensated by
band-structure energy gain.
Initial distortion: Jahn-Teller splitting of doubly degenerated
bands

Sodium can become an insulator

J.B. Neaton and N.W. Ashcroft, Nature 400 (1999); Phys. Rev. Lett. 86,
2830 (2001).
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Alkali metals: insulators?

Li under pressure

BCC Li becomes unstable to pairing of ions (Peierls distortion).
Energy penalty for structural distortion compensated by
band-structure energy gain.
Initial distortion: Jahn-Teller splitting of doubly degenerated
bands

Also sodium can become an insulator

J.B. Neaton and N.W. Ashcroft, Nature 400 (1999); Phys. Rev. Lett. 86,
2830 (2001).
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Sodium: an insulator

Sodium does become an insulator

Sodium under pressure

Ion cores overlap→ increasing exclusion of valence electrons→
favors less symmetric charge distribution (relative drop of 3d and
hybridization with 3p)→ electron localization in interstitial
positions instead of around nuclei

Y. Ma et al., Nature 458, 182 (2009).
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Sodium: an insulator

Sodium becomes transparent
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Sodium: emerging complexity

Sodium under pressure

Something unexpected: emerging complexity.
The high-density behavior is counter-intuitive.

A phase transition:
from metal to insulator
from reflective to transparent
from uncorrelated to correlated

Simple-to-complex phase transition
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Sodium: emerging complexity

bcc→ fcc→ cI16→ oP8, tI19→ hP4
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Sodium: emerging complexity

ELF for Na-hP4 - (110) plane
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Sodium under pressure

beyond 200 GPa it is a wide-gap insulator - even transparent
proposed crystal structure: dhcp (hp4)

Open issues about the crystal structure identification

no direct evidence (no X-ray diffraction pattern)
finite temperature effects (phonon enthalpy contribution)
ionic quantum effects (light Na ions)
LDA overstabilizes metallic phases (experimentally MIT occurs at
lower P: 200 vs. 260 GPa)
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Sodium under pressure

beyond 200 GPa it is a wide-gap insulator - even transparent
proposed crystal structure: dhcp (hp4)

Open issues about the crystal structure identification

no direct evidence (no X-ray diffraction pattern)
finite temperature effects (phonon enthalpy contribution)
ionic quantum effects (light Na ions)
LDA overstabilizes metallic phases (experimentally MIT occurs at
lower P: 200 vs. 260 GPa)
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Optical spectroscopy

to study the electronic structure
to provide a stringent test for identification of the crystal structure
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The Bethe-Salpeter equation

Bethe-Salpeter equation

L(1234) = L0(1234)+

L0(1256)[v(57)δ(56)δ(78)−W (56)δ(57)δ(68)]L(7834) (1)
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The Bethe-Salpeter equation

Independent (quasi)particles

Abs(ω) ∝
∑
vc

|〈v |D|c〉|2δ(Ec − Ev − ω)

Excitonic effects

[Hel + Hhole+Hel−hole]Aλ = EλAλ

Abs(ω) ∝
∑

λ

∣∣∑
vc

A(vc)
λ 〈v |D|c〉

∣∣2δ(Eλ − ω)

mixing of transitions: |〈v |D|c〉|2 → |
∑

vc A(vc)
λ 〈v |D|c〉|2

modification of excitation energies: Ec − Ev → Eλ
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BSE calculation

A three-step method
1 LDA calculation
⇒ Kohn-Sham wavefunctions ϕi

2 GW calculation
⇒ GW energies Ei and screened Coulomb interaction W

3 BSE calculation
solution of Hexc Aλ = EλAλ with:

H(vc)(v ′c′)
exc = (Ec − Ev )δvv ′δcc′ + (fv − fc)〈vc|v̄ −W |v ′c′〉
⇒ excitonic eigenstates Aλ,Eλ

⇒ spectra εM(ω)
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Independent electrons

L(1234) = L0(1234)+

L0(1256)[v(57)δ(56)δ(78)−W (56)δ(57)δ(68)]L(7834)

Independent electrons

Set v = W = 0⇒ L = L0
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Independent electrons: LDA vs. GW
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Band structure: LDA vs. GW

(very small c/a ratio)

GW corrections almost k independent
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Polarization dependence
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Band structure: LDA vs. GW

(very small c/a ratio)

GW corrections almost k independent
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Crystal local fields

L(1234) = L0(1234)+

L0(1256)[v(57)δ(56)δ(78)−W (56)δ(57)δ(68)]L(7834)

Local-field effects

Set W = 0⇒ L = L0 + L0vL
v is responsible for crystal local fields
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Local-field effects
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Excitonic effects

LDA gap (Γ - Γ) 1.68 eV
GW gap (Γ - Γ) 3.04 eV
Optical gap (Γ - Γ) 2.90 eV
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Excitonic effects

strong redistribution of the optical oscillator strength to lower energies,
changing the global shape of the spectrum
strong narrowing of the main peak at ∼ 5 eV
appearance of bound excitons inside the gap and resonant excitons
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Excitonic effects: JDOS
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Excitonic effects

LDA gap (Γ - Γ) 1.68 eV
GW gap (Γ - Γ) 3.04 eV
Optical gap (Γ - Γ) 2.90 eV
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Exciton wavefunction

[Hel + Hhole + Hel−hole]Aλ = EλAλ

Exciton amplitude

Ψλ(rh, re) =
∑
vc

A(vc)
λ φ∗v (rh)φc(re)
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Exciton wavefunction

Hole fixed on a corner ion

A charge-transfer exciton
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Exciton wavefunction

Delocalized over many unit cells (not strongly bound)
Bipartite system: holes/electrons on different sublattices
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Exciton wavefunction

Hole fixed at an interstitial position
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Kohn-Sham wavefunctions

Top valence at Γ Bottom conduction at Γ

Role of anion played by an electronic charge
without ionic core (electride)
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Dependence on pressure
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Dependence on pressure
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Dependence on pressure

Anisotropy is robust: fingerprint for structure identification
Na becomes transparent at different pressures

according to polarization direction
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Energy loss spectra
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Energy loss spectra: dependence on P
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Energy loss spectra: anisotropy
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Electron energy loss spectra
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Summary

Transparent dense sodium

We have used optical and energy loss spectroscopy to study the
electronic structure of Na-hP4:

inhomogeneity (charge localization)
anisotropy (crystal structure)
charge-transfer exciton
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